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HISTORY OF NUNS IN JAPAN 


by Hui-kuo and the other nuns in Yin Fu Ssu to perform the bhikrupi ordina-
tion. Thus, they received full ordination from both Sarigigha and became 
b h i k ~ u n iin accordance with the proper procedure. The b h i k ~ uprecept instruc- 
tor (wadhydya) at the ordination was Sanghavarman, but we do not know the 
name of the bhikjuni precept instructor. Gupavarman had translated the 
Caturvargika Bhikjupt Karmd and spread the precepts of the Dharmagupta 
Vinaya school. Sarigighavarman, who translated the ten volumes of the Sam%- 
tivada Vinaya-matrka,5 maintained and transmitted the precepts of the Sam%- 
tivada Vinaya school. So the precepts that were received from Sanghavarman 
may have been those of the Daiabhanavara Vinaya of the Sarvativada school. 
There is a possibility that the precepts that the nuns received were those of the 
Caturvarga Vinaya of the Dharmagupta school, but this cannot be ascertained 
owing to a lack of documentation. In any case, the nun Hui-kuo and her com- 
panions were officially the first bhiksuni in China who were properly ordained. 
When they were ordained, the Sri Lankan bhiksunt constituted a full Bhiksuni 
Sarigigha and administered the bhiksunt ordination. Therefore, the precepts that 
were transmitted would have been those of the Theravada school. However, in 
those days, the Theravada precepts had not been introduced into China, so 
Hui-kuo and the other nuns could not easily have received the Theravada pre- 
cepts. 

We do not know how long this full ordination for nuns, which began in 433 
c.E., continued. These days, there are a large number of nuns in monasteries in 
Taiwan and China who receive full ordination according to the Caturvarga 
Vinaya, but they apparently do not always receive the ordination from both 
Sangha. There are also some nuns who do not receive full ordination, taking 
only Tr8mapenXd precepts. Most take bodhisattva precepts as well. 

NUNS IN KOREA 

Next I would like to give a short explanation about Korean nuns. Buddhism 
was introduced into the kingdom of Koryo from the northern part of China. 
Soon afterward, Buddhism spread into the Paekshe and Silla kingdoms in the 
southern part of what is today Korea. Although the full ordination of bhiksupi 
by two Sarigigha began in Nanking in the southern part of China in 433 c.E., it is 
not clear when it began in Korea. It would seem that the full ordination for 
nuns was introduced into Korea soon after that. At present, there are nuns in 
Korea who have received TramanenXa, bhiksunt, and bodhisattva precepts. 
These bodhisattva precepts are the Mahayana precepts that were popularized by 
Chih-i (538-597 c.E.), the founder of the T'ien T'ai sect in China. Since these 
Mahayana precepts are explained in the Brahmajala Sutra, they are known as 
the Brahmajala precepts. These precepts became popular in China after Chih-i 
and were introduced into Korea and Japan, where they also became very 
popular. 
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NUNS IN JAPAN 

Next I would like to explain the history of Japanese nuns. Buddhism was 
introduced into Japan in the sixth century C.E. In the emperor's court, the min- 
isters were split into a pro-Buddhist faction and an anti-Buddhist faction. 
Emperor Kin-myo gave Sogano Inami a Buddhist image and permitted him to 
worship it, and he converted his own house into a temple and enshrined a 
statue there. Afterward, his son Sogano Umako obtained two more Buddhist 
images and put them in the temple. They then needed monks to recite scrip- 
tures and hold ceremonies before these statues, so they invited Ebin from 
Koryo to serve as the resident monk and had him conduct services before the 
statues. They wanted to have some Japanese monks and nuns also, so they had 
three Japanese women become nuns in 584 C.E. 

These first three women who became nuns in Japan were called Zenshin-ni, 
Zenzo-ni, and Kenzen-ni. Although they became nuns, their ordinations were 
not conducted according to the correct procedures, so they did not receive the 
precepts properly. Therefore, they decided to go to Paekshe, in what is now 
Korea, to receive precepts. According to the Genkcji chronicles, they received 
?rdmanenXd precepts the year they arrived in Paekshe. The next year they 
received the six precepts (chasu-dhamesu-sikkhd) of a probationary nun 
(jik~amana).In March 590 c.E., they received full ordination and went back to 
Japan, where they lived in a temple known as Sakurai-dera. But, according to 
the rules of the Vinaya-pitaka, a nun must train in the six Dharma precepts of a 
jikjamana for two years. One year of training is not enough to qualify for 
receiving full ordination. They went to Paekshe in March 588 C.E. and arrived 
back in Japan in March 590 C.E. If they received $rdmanerzXa precepts immedi- 
ately after they reached Paekshe and received 6ksamana precepts subsequently, 
they may have taken bhikjuni precepts directly before they returned to Japan. 
It is said that Zenshin-ni became a novice nun at the age of seventeen, in 584 
c.E., and that she was old enough to receive full ordination in 590 C.E. (i.e., at 
least twenty). If the bhiksuni of Paekshe were familiar with the Vinaya regula- 
tions, they should have followed the Vinaya procedures when transmitting the 
precepts. 

In any case, Zenshin-ni and the others received $ramanerzXd precepts, 
jiksamdnd precepts, and bhiksupiprecepts before returning to Japan. However, 
it is not clear which school of Vinaya Zenshin-ni and her companions relied on. 
It may have been either the DaSabhanavara Vinaya or the Caturvarga Vinaya. 
Although Zenshin-ni and the others became fully ordained nuns, three 
bhiksuat did not constitute a Sangha. In the case of the B h i k ~ uSangha, a mini- 
mum number of five fully ordained monks (paBcavaggo bhikkhusaligho) are 
able to give full ordination, but, in the case of the Bhiksupt Sangha, this is not 
allowed. So, although there were bhiksunr in Japan, a complete Bhiksunr 
Sangha never existed there. Nevertheless, even though the full ordination for 
nuns was never given by a B h i k ~ u n tSangha, nuns could take iramanenXa pre-
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cepts. In any event, there were women known as nuns in Japanese Buddhism 
from early times. For example, it is said that Shotoku Taishi (574-622 c.E.) 
built many nunneries in the Nara area, such as Chiigu-ji, Tachibana-dera, 
Ikeshiri-ji, Katsuragi Nunnery, and so on, so the number of monasteries where 
nuns could live increased. 

The Bhikju Sangha was established in Japan in the following way. Emperor 
Shdmu (r. 722-743 c.E.) built the temple known as Todai-ji during the Nara 
era (710-781 c.E.). Emperor Shomu wanted to have monks who had received 
the bhiksu precepts to live in Todaiji, so he sent emissaries to China to invite 
highly virtuous bhik~u to serve as precept instructors (upadhyaya). Having 
received the invitation of Emperor Shamu, the monk Ganjin (Ch. Chien- 
chen), who belonged to the T'ien T'ai sect, came to Japan in the year 754 C.E. 
(the sixth year of the Tenpyo Shoho era). 

According to the chronicles of the Vinaya sect,6 Ganjin was accompanied by 
fourteen bhiksu, including Fa-chin, T'an-ching, Fa-ko, Ssii-to, I-ching, Chih- 
tzai, Fa-tzai, Fa-ch'eng, T'an-yao, Huai-chien, and Jen-han; three bhiksuni, 
including Chin-shou; and seven upasaka-twenty-four people in all. Since 
there were a total of fifteen fully ordained monks including Ganjin, they were 
able to perform the ordination with the required ten bhik~u. It is said that the 
novice monk Choshu and some 410 people received this ordination and that 
more than eighty others relinquished their previous precepts and received ordi- 
nation anew, with Ganjin serving as the ordination master. At that time, Gan- 
jin administered the ordination according to the Caturvarga Vinaya of the 
Dharmagupta school. Afterward, the Vinaya sect (Jp. Ritsu-shu) was founded 
on the basis of the scriptures of the Caturvarga Vinaya. 

There were three fully ordained nuns who came with Ganjin, but again they 
could not give bhiksunt ordination because they lacked the number of bhiksuni 
necessary for transmitting the precepts. A BhiksupiSangha never came to Japan 
from China at any later time either. Therefore, although nuns have existed in 
Japan, a Bhiksunt Sangha was never established there, nor has a bhikjunt ordi- 
nation ever been performed. 

During the Nara era, Todai-ji was made the headquarters of the system of 
temples known as Kokubunji. Hokkei-ji became the headquarters of the system 
of nunneries that were built. Twenty monks lived in each of the monasteries, 
and ten nuns lived in each of the nunneries. These national temples for monks 
and nuns were built in the capitals of more than sixty prefectures to ensure the 
peace of the nation, the peace of the people, and good harvests of the five 
grains. These aims were to be effected by means of the prayers of the monks 
and nuns in each national monastery and nunnery. The number of nuns who 
lived in such national nunneries was large. We have no accounts that give infor- 
mation as to the kinds of precepts they received, but we can presume that they 
received and practiced the ten precepts of a ?~amapenXa, similar to the way in 
which the monks in those days received ?ramanera precepts before they received 
full ordination. So we see that it was during the Nara era that bhiksu came to 





Scenes from a Soto Zen Buddhist nunnery. Facing: Aichi Semmon Nisodo in Nagoya,Japan, show- 
ing the striking of a wooden fish to mark daily activities. Above: Nuns eating while seated on their 
cushions (top), and evening meditation practice (bottom). Photos are from a booklet supplied by 
A. Hirakawa and published by Aichi Semmon Nisodo. 
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precepts can be taken by both ordained and laypeople and by both men and 
women. The third root downfall of the Brahmajala precepts prohibits sexual 
activity. However, if someone takes this precept in the capacity of a layperson, it 
becomes a lay precept (which does not entail celibacy), while, if someone takes 
the precept in the capacity of an ordained person, it becomes a precept of 
the ordained (which does entail celibacy). So the bodhisattva precepts of 
the Brahmajala Sntra function as precepts for both ordained and laypeople. 
They vary in scope depending on the decision of the person who receives the 
precepts. 

The substance of the bodhisattva precepts explained in the Brahmajala Sntra 
is different from that of the precepts explained in the Yogacarabhumi Sntra.9 
The bodhisattva precepts of the Yogdc~rabhumiSutra consist of three catego- 
ries of vows (itlam trividham). The first of these, called samvara-??la (meaning 
to protect from falling into the three lower migrations), includes seven classes 
of individual liberation vows. The seven classes of individual liberation vows 
refer to fully ordained monks, fully ordained nuns, probationary nuns, novice 
monks, novice nuns, laymen, and laywomen. Therefore, if bodhisattva of the 
Mahayana tradition receive the samvara-jda in the capacity of an ordained per- 
son according to the Yogacarabhami system, they come to receive the full ordi- 
nation for monks and nuns that is explained in the Vinaya-pitaka. 

The second of the three categories of vows in the Yogacarabhnmi Sntra, 
kujala-dharma-~grdhaka-jtla,explains the many virtuous actions to be 
engaged in. The third category of vows, sattvathaknja-itla, explains the many 
virtuous actions to be performed for the benefit of all sentient beings. Of the 
three categories of vows, then, the first one (samvara-Ha) enumerates those 
negative actions to be abandoned (sabbapapassa akaranam), while the second 
and third (kuiala-dharma-samgrahaka-jrlaand sattvathakriya-j~la)enumerate 
those virtuous actions to be cultivated. Therefore, the bodhisattva precepts of 
the Yogacarabhnmi Sntra in fact encompass all three categories of precepts. 
However, in the Brahmajala Sntra, the three categories of vows are not distin- 
guished as such. In the Brahmajnla precepts, both negative actions to be aban- 
doned and virtuous actions to be cultivated are included together without dif- 
ferentiation. In the Brahmaj~la Szitra, the expression "three categories of 
vows" (jilam tnvidham) is not used. Therefore, the bodhisattva precepts that 
are explained in the Yogacarabhnmi Sntra and those explained in the Brahma-
jala Sntra are quite different. The Yog~cdrabhnmi Sutra explains the bodhi-
sattva precepts, consisting of four root downfalls and forty-two secondary pre- 
cepts, after explaining the three categories of vows. Some of these precepts are 
consistent with the ten root downfalls and the forty-eight secondary precepts of 
the Brahmajala Sntra. 

Saicho built a Mahayana ordination platform at Mount Hiei and gave his dis- 
ciples bodhisattva precepts according to the Brahmaj~la Sntra. He wrote Pre-
cepts for Students o f  the Mountain S c h ~ o l " ~  and presented it to the court to 
obtain approval for people to receive the Brahmajala precepts at the ordination 
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platform on Mount Hiei and to receive recognition as Mahayana monks. He was 
unable to obtain approval immediately. His request was only granted by the 
court seven days after his death. 

From that time on, people who received the bodhisattva precepts of the 
Brahmajcla Sutra were recognized by the state as monks equal to those who had 
received full ordination (upasa~padd)according to the Caturvarga Vinaya. 
From then on, the Tendai sect on Mount Hiei flourished and subsequently 
spread throughout the country. By contrast, Nara Buddhism did not develop 
nearly as greatly. Because all the new Buddhist sects that were founded during 
the Kamakura era (1192-1332 c.E.) following the Heian era had split off from 
the Tendai sect of Mount Hiei, they adopted and held the bodhisattva precepts 
according to the interpretation of Saicho. Thereafter, the bodhisattva precepts 
of the Brahmajala Sutra flourished even further in Japanese Buddhism. The 
Jddo sect founded by Honen (1133-1212 c.E.), Shinran (1173-1262 c.E.), 
Ippen, and others, the Zen sect founded by Eisai and Dogen (1200-1253 c.E.), 
and the Nichiren sect founded by Nichiren (1222-1282 c.E.) were all offshoots 
of the Tendai sect in terms of bodhisattva precepts. These schools constitute the 
mainstream of Japanese Buddhism today. 

In particular, the Jodo sect founded by Honen received the Brahmajala pre- 
cepts of the Brahmajala Satra from the Tendai sect. Monks and nuns of the 
Jodo sect receive bodhisattva precepts at the time they become monks and 
nuns. Therefore, in the Jodo sect, the precepts of the nuns are the bodhisattva 
of the Brahmajala Sutra. The nuns, especially, keep the bodhisattva precepts 
sincerely and maintain strict celibacy (brahmacarya). In the Jodo sect, there is 
no discrimination between monks and nuns; nuns can attain even the highest 
rank. The temple of Zenko-ji in Nagano City is one of the largest monasteries 
in Japan, jointly administered by Daikanjin of the Tendai sect and Daihongan 
of the Jado school. One learned and highly virtuous nun, who is a resident of 
this temple, holds the highest rank of Exalted Master (Dais~jo).In the Jodo 
sect, there are many temples where nuns reside, but these days there are few 
applicants who wish to become nuns, so senior nuns find difficulty in fostering 
successors. According to statistics taken in 1987, there are 8,165 monks and 706 
nuns in the Jodo sect. 

In the Jodo Shin sect, which developed out of the Jodo sect founded by 
Shinran, there are no nuns. Shinran himself was married and had children. 
After he married, he continued to teach his theory ofJodo Shin Buddhism as a 
layperson. Since there are no monastic precepts in the teachings of Shinran, 
there are no nuns in Jodo Shin Buddhism; instead, there are women priests. 
These women priests get married and do not shave their heads. Although they 
are in the service of the temple, they make their own livelihood the same as lay- 
people. Women have the same qualifications as male priests, and some also 
become residential priests. They obtain a license as a priest after an examina- 
tion on Buddhist doctrine and on the administrative regulations of the head 
temple. These priests take refuge in the Three Jewels and receive the five pre- 
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cepts. According to statistics taken in 1975, there were 13,467 male priests and 
1,27 1 female priests in the Otani branch of the Jado Shin sect. In the Hongan 
branch of the Jodo Shin sect, there were an almost equal number of female 
priests. 

In the Soto Zen sect founded by Dogen, there are as many nuns as in the 
Jodo sect. Since Dogen received the precepts of the Tendai sect, he extracted 
passages related to precepts from the text Bestowing Bodhisattva Precepts writ-
ten by Saicha.11 Based on this text, Dagen expounds sixteen precepts: the three 
refuges, the three categories of vows (jilam trividham), and the ten root down- 
falls. These sixteen precepts are explained in the text Shah6 Genzd Jukai. I 2  

The ten root downfalls expounded by Dogen are the same in content as those 
of the Brahmajrtla Sutra. Therefore, the precepts of Dogen's doctrine are the 
bodhisattva precepts included in the Brahmajala Sutra, but the three categories 
of vows expounded by Dogen are not explained in the Brahmajala Sntra. More-
over, the three categories of vows taught by Dagen are quite different from 
those contained in the Yogacarabhumi Sutra. The three categories of vows 
expounded by Saicho and Dagen are explained in the Bodhisattva Muktahara 
Sntra. '3 In any case, the sixteen precepts of Dogen's doctrine originate from the 
bodhisattva vows of the Brahmajala Sutra. In the Soto Zen sect, both laypeople 
and ordination candidates receive these sixteen precepts. The third of the ten 
root downfalls is sexual conduct (maithuna-dharma), and there is a difference 
between ordained and laypeople with regard to how this precept is received and 
kept. 

In the Soto Zen sect, nuns also receive the sixteen precepts, keeping the 
training sincerely and maintaining celibacy. During the training period, nuns 
stay in the training hall, living in a group and practicing mainly Zen medita- 
tion. There are training halls for nuns in six places, including Tokyo, Nagoya, 
and Niigata. There are also Zen masters and teachers in the training halls who 
are nuns. Still, compared to the number of monks, the number of nuns is quite 
few. According to statistics taken in 1975, there were 25,072 monks and 1,447 
nuns. In the Soto Zen sect t hee  days, there are few candidates who wish to 
become nuns, and it is difficult for nunneries to find successors. 

There are also nuns in the Tendai, Shingon, Nichiren, Rinzai Zen, and other 
sects. Excellent nuns have appeared, but still their number is few-less than 5 
percent of those ordained. 

CONCLUSION 

The B h i k ~ u n iSangha was never established in Japanese Buddhism. However, 
nuns exist who receive and keep the bodhisattva precepts of the Brahmajala 
Sntra. The substance of these precepts is similar to the ten precepts of a novice 
nun, but they are slightly different from a novice nun's precepts because the 
bodhisattva precepts are meant not only to help abandon negative actions but 
also to create positive, virtuous actions. 
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NOTES 

1. Tairho shinshzi daizokyci, edited by Takakusu Junjiro and Watanabe Kaikyoku 
(Tokyo: Daizokyokai, 1924-1935) (hereafter abbreviated as "T") 50.934c, no. 2063. For 
a complete English translation of this work, see Pao Chang, Biographies of Buddhist 
Nuns, trans. Li Jung-hsi (Osaka: Tohokai, 1981). For another translation and an analysis 
of the same work, see Kathryn A. Cissell, "The Pi-ch'iu-ni Chuan: Biographies of 
Famous Chinese Nuns from 317-516 c.E."(Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms 
International, 1972). 

2. T 50.341b, no. 2059. 
3. T 50.341bc, no. 2059. 
4. T 22.1065-1072, no. 1434. 
5. T 23.564-626, no. 1441. 
6. T 74.18c, no. 2348. 
7. Tno.  1484. 
8. T 29.1008, no. 1484. 
9. Wogiharaed., pp. 138ff. 
10. T 74.625a, no. 2377. 
11. Jp. Ju-bosatsu-Rai-gi(T 74.626b-629b, no. 2378). 
12. T82.307b, no. 2582. 
13. T 24.1020~-1021a, no. 1485. 
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